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Basic IssuesBasic Issues
What?What?
–– Content: Mathematics as an academic disciplineContent: Mathematics as an academic discipline
–– Content: Mathematics as an applied skillContent: Mathematics as an applied skill

–– What is the human mind prepared to learn of the above?What is the human mind prepared to learn of the above?

HowHow
–– Depends critically on the what; Content X What is learned easilyDepends critically on the what; Content X What is learned easily

and what is notand what is not
–– Built in transfer (positive + negative); transfer related to priBuilt in transfer (positive + negative); transfer related to prior or 

learninglearning

When?When?
–– In terms of necessary background knowledgeIn terms of necessary background knowledge
–– In terms of cognitive & development influences on learningIn terms of cognitive & development influences on learning



Is the Human Mind Prepared to Learn Is the Human Mind Prepared to Learn 
Algebra?Algebra?

Primary abilities are universal and coalesce around the areas of are universal and coalesce around the areas of 
folk psychology, folk biology, and folk physics.  folk psychology, folk biology, and folk physics.  
–– On the basis of recent neuroimaging research, the foundation forOn the basis of recent neuroimaging research, the foundation for an an 

evolved numberevolved number--countingcounting--arithmetic system may be folk physics.arithmetic system may be folk physics.

–– These abilities emerge through interaction between inherent biasThese abilities emerge through interaction between inherent biases and es and 
childchild--initiated activities, such as play and social discourseinitiated activities, such as play and social discourse

Secondary abilitiesSecondary abilities are built from folk systems through are built from folk systems through 
mechanisms that are not fully understood but likely involve  mechanisms that are not fully understood but likely involve  
attentional control and explicit (sometimes implicit) representaattentional control and explicit (sometimes implicit) representation of tion of 
the tothe to--bebe--learned information in working memory. learned information in working memory. 



Schools and Organization of InstructionSchools and Organization of Instruction

Scientific, technological, and intellectual advances were initiaScientific, technological, and intellectual advances were initially built lly built 
upon folk domains, but corrected and extended folk knowledge   upon folk domains, but corrected and extended folk knowledge   

These advances result in a These advances result in a gap gap between folk knowledge and the between folk knowledge and the 
theories and knowledge base of the associated disciplines  theories and knowledge base of the associated disciplines  

Schools emerge in societies in which this gap between folk Schools emerge in societies in which this gap between folk 
knowledge and the competencies needed for successful living in tknowledge and the competencies needed for successful living in the he 
society needs to be closed  society needs to be closed  

One function of schools is to organize childrenOne function of schools is to organize children’’s activities to allow s activities to allow 
them to acquire the competencies that close this gap   them to acquire the competencies that close this gap   



Schools and Organization of Instruction: Schools and Organization of Instruction: 
PredictionsPredictions

Children are innately curious about and motivated to actively Children are innately curious about and motivated to actively 
engage in activities that will develop folk knowledge (e.g., socengage in activities that will develop folk knowledge (e.g., socializing ializing 
& folk psychology)& folk psychology)

–– These can conflict with the need to engage in activities that wiThese can conflict with the need to engage in activities that will ll 
lead to the mastery of academic competencies.  lead to the mastery of academic competencies.  

The inherent cognitive systems and childThe inherent cognitive systems and child--initiated activities that initiated activities that 
foster the development of primary abilities may not be sufficienfoster the development of primary abilities may not be sufficient for t for 
the acquisition of secondary abilities, such as reading and writthe acquisition of secondary abilities, such as reading and writinging

–– the need for instruction will be a direct function of the the need for instruction will be a direct function of the 
““remotenessremoteness”” of the secondary ability to the supporting primary of the secondary ability to the supporting primary 
systemssystems



Primary NumberPrimary Number--CountingCounting--Arithmetic Arithmetic 
SystemSystem

NumerosityNumerosity Ability to accurately determine the quantity of a small Ability to accurately determine the quantity of a small 
set of items without counting.  Appears to be limited to sets ofset of items without counting.  Appears to be limited to sets of four or four or 
fewer itemsfewer items

OrdinalityOrdinality Understanding of Understanding of more than and less thanmore than and less than, and later an , and later an 
understanding of ordinal relationships. Early on, appears to be understanding of ordinal relationships. Early on, appears to be 
limited to sets of four or fewer itemslimited to sets of four or fewer items

CountingCounting Preverbal counting system for enumeration of three to four Preverbal counting system for enumeration of three to four 
items. Basic principles can be mapped onto counting wordsitems. Basic principles can be mapped onto counting words

ArithmeticArithmetic Early sensitivity to increases (addition) and decreases Early sensitivity to increases (addition) and decreases 
(subtraction) in the quantity of small sets(subtraction) in the quantity of small sets
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Primary Abilities

What are the primary competencies that foster and hinder algebraic 
learning:  How do humans naturally think about patterns?  Will this 
help or hinder learning?   Ken – language vs. symbols

Secondary Abilities 
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Number-Counting-
Arithmetic

Formal Counting 
System 

Example: Extension of Formal Counting: Mapping of Inherent 
Counting/Number Knowledge onto Inherent Magnitude Estimation System: 
Integration of numerical and spatial representations (David, Joan)

Hindu-Arabic Arithmetic

Algebra



How and When:How and When:
Arithmetic & AlgebraArithmetic & Algebra

Prediction: The more Prediction: The more ““remoteremote”” the secondary competencies from the the secondary competencies from the 
primary foundation, the more:primary foundation, the more:

–– The material must be organized by teachers, book developers, etcThe material must be organized by teachers, book developers, etc..

–– The period of instruction will be longer, and more preliminary The period of instruction will be longer, and more preliminary 
preparation will be needed (e.g., learning of foundational seconpreparation will be needed (e.g., learning of foundational secondary dary 
competencies); interference from prior secondary learning (Marthcompetencies); interference from prior secondary learning (Martha)a)

–– For many children, the material will be subjectively difficult aFor many children, the material will be subjectively difficult and nd 
inherently uninterestinginherently uninteresting

–– Motivation to learn the material comes from adultsMotivation to learn the material comes from adults’’ understanding of understanding of 
what is needed for successful social living and preparation for what is needed for successful social living and preparation for technical technical 
fields, and NOT the inherent interests of childrenfields, and NOT the inherent interests of children



How and When:How and When:
Arithmetic & AlgebraArithmetic & Algebra in Chinain China

Practice Workbooks, 1Practice Workbooks, 1stst to 6to 6thth GradeGrade
–– Is too much practice bad (negative transfer)?Is too much practice bad (negative transfer)?
–– Or, can practice be constructed in better ways?Or, can practice be constructed in better ways?

Extensive Practice for Speed/Accuracy: Well organized 

Pre-algebra is Integrated into Already Practiced Arithmetic



Extensive Practice for Speed/Accuracy







Missing Addend: Prep for Introduction of X



Introduction of X, in context of well learned addition



Expand to Subtraction 



Expand to Multiplication 



Introduction of Decimals  



Expand X to Decimals  



X in More Complex Expression 



ConclusionConclusion
WHATWHAT

Algebra is a form of human knowledge that has gone beyond folk Algebra is a form of human knowledge that has gone beyond folk 
knowledge; knowledge; 
–– Content domains reflect recent human intellectual historyContent domains reflect recent human intellectual history
–– And, very recent need for all children to learn some algebra And, very recent need for all children to learn some algebra 

–– Questions: Core content:  Algebra as discipline or applied skillQuestions: Core content:  Algebra as discipline or applied skill??

HOWHOW

MarthaMartha’’s talk examines interference from prior secondary learning and s talk examines interference from prior secondary learning and 
how this information interferes with symbolic understanding of ahow this information interferes with symbolic understanding of algebralgebra

–– Remote from primary knowledge; Layering and integrating various Remote from primary knowledge; Layering and integrating various types of types of 
secondary symbols  secondary symbols  

–– ChildrenChildren’’s natural use of symbols is more about social communication; s natural use of symbols is more about social communication; 
language and simple visual representations (David).  This is thelanguage and simple visual representations (David).  This is their implicit ir implicit 
assumption about these assumption about these –– use in other ways may need to be explicituse in other ways may need to be explicit



ConclusionConclusion
Joan & KenJoan & Ken’’s talks examine attempts to fuse learning preferences evolved fos talks examine attempts to fuse learning preferences evolved for r 
primary learning for algebraic learningprimary learning for algebraic learning
–– How do primary representations help & hinder this learning? KenHow do primary representations help & hinder this learning? Ken’’s word probs word prob
–– Built in potential for negative transfer?Built in potential for negative transfer?

vs. Chinese method of more direct integration with arithmetic lvs. Chinese method of more direct integration with arithmetic learning earning 

–– Are either of these sufficient?  Are the different approaches diAre either of these sufficient?  Are the different approaches differently helpful fferently helpful 
for procedural vs. conceptual learning?for procedural vs. conceptual learning?

Broader How:Broader How:
–– Do attempts to make learning democratic, authentic etc. help or Do attempts to make learning democratic, authentic etc. help or hinder algebra hinder algebra 

learning?  learning?  
–– Assume children are not motivated to learn algebraAssume children are not motivated to learn algebra

–– Greater potential to influence prior secondary instruction and rGreater potential to influence prior secondary instruction and reduce educe 
interference and provide sufficient background knowledgeinterference and provide sufficient background knowledge

–– Know less about help or hindrance from primary knowledge; What sKnow less about help or hindrance from primary knowledge; What systems are ystems are 
used and how do the demands of algebra differ from evolved functused and how do the demands of algebra differ from evolved function?ion?



ConclusionConclusion

WHENWHEN

For secondary domains: ChildrenFor secondary domains: Children’’s s ““naturalnatural”” cognitive development cognitive development 
or or ““readinessreadiness”” may not be relevant in the same way it might be for may not be relevant in the same way it might be for 
primary learning (e.g., language)primary learning (e.g., language)
–– Cannot make assumptions about too earlyCannot make assumptions about too early

Chinese workbooks suggest American children can be introduced toChinese workbooks suggest American children can be introduced to
prepre--algebra and in a more systematic way earlier than is currently algebra and in a more systematic way earlier than is currently 
the casethe case
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